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WHILE I
BREATHE,
Remy Barnwell
Senior StaffWriter

finally over that the feeling of
worthlessness and cowardice
would be gone. I got the
strength to tell my parents,
and then I waited. And I
waited. And I waited for the
feelings to dissipate.
I was diagnosed with
major depressive disorder my
freshman year of high school,
just two weeks after I told my
parents. This stage in my life
was the most vulnerable. I was
the innermost piece of the
Matroyshka doll. What you
saw was what you got. I rarely
smiled or showed affection,
and everything
was
painful.
I just wanted
to lie in bed
and forget.
As time
went on, I
seemed
to
get better ... I smiled more,
I became more involved in
everything I possibly could
and I learned how to fake it,
to hide what was going on. I
was doing really well, until all
of a sudden, I wasn't.
I had my first suicide
attempt March 15, 2012. I was
a junior at the South Carolina
Governor's School for Science
and Math. I should have been
so happy and healed. But I
wasn't. I was actually worse
than before. The shell I had
created was cracking. My
second attempt was in April,

Have you ever seen
those Russian nesting dolls?
Matroyshka dolls that's
their proper name. You start
out with a large wooden doll
that opens at the center and
inside another one is nestled
perfectly and again and again
until there is a smallest part
that isn't divisible. When I
was younger, they were my
favorite. My parents used
to have one that sat on their
dresser, and every time I
went in their room, I had
to fiddle with it. I would sit
there opening and closing and
closing and opening the same
doll, scattering all the pieces
across their bed and marveling
at how different each layer
was. The outside is just a shell.
When I was young, I
was bubbly and spirited and
sassy. I always had to voice
my opinion. I loved being
the center of attention, I had
endless energy and I became
passionate
about
almost
everything I tried. When
I was young, I believed I
was unstoppable.
When I was in eighth
grade, that changed drastically.
I was molested repeatedly over
the course of several months,
and as it continued, I grew
more and more withdrawn.
I thought that once it was

just a month away from my
high school graduation. I left
school for the remainder of
the year and returned to walk
at graduation, with a shell that
was thicker than ever.
I was getting good at this,
right? Wrong. When I came to
Clemson, I was at my all time
low. My mom, my best friend,
had just moved to the other
side of the world. I was in a
strange place with no friends,
and I felt exiled - like I was
untouchable to the people
I went to high school with.
In January of my freshman
year, I had
my third and
scariest suicide
attempt .
I had just
gotten
back
from
seeing
my mom in
Kuwait, and I decided it was
finally time to end it. A few
sleeping pills and a bottle
of Moscato ought to do it. I
don't remember much after
that and I don't think much
is important: except that I
made it.
I still don't drink wine.
I had to stop making
shells. I had to stop hiding
what was going on and I
had to face everything I was
dealing with. I started going to
CAPS, and I was finally able
to be honest with myself. The
first step was forgiving my6elf.

"KIND WORDS
ARE FREE AND
ABUNDANT."

My mom always says,
"Forgiveness is for you, not
the other person," and I
haven't found anything to be
more true especially when
you are "you" AND "the
oth er person. "
I remember sitting in
CAPS and crying in front
of my counselor. I sobbed,
and anybody who knows me
knows how taboo I think
it is for me to cry in front
of someone. But I let it
happen. The next thing I
did was learn to love myself.
Not love me for who I think
I should be or for who I
will hopefully be one day,
but love me for who I am
now. Every day, I write in
my planner one thing I love
about myself. I make lists of
things that make me happy.
I shop, probably too much as
a coping skill, and I try to say
every nice thought that comes
to my mind. Compliment
people, strangers and friends
alike. Kind words are free
and abundant.
I am still in the process
of healing. I still maintain
an outer shell, one that is
confident and self-assured,
but this shell has more
transparence then the ones
of the past. I still have a
long way to go and work to
do, but as a South Carolinian I
always remember dum spiro
spero. While I breathe, I hope.

National Sexual Assault
Hotline:
1-800-656-HOPE

&
check out our website for an
article on Delta Tau Delta's
se:rninar on sexual assault.

A conversation
about mental health
in college students

Medical shadowing more
accessible for students
D.E. Lyles
Senior StajfWriter

Organizations works to raise money for two important groups through World of
Dances.

Grad students promote
diversity with dance fundraiser
Matthew Stapleton
Copy Editor
The Clemson chapter
of the Association for India's
Development (AID) will host its
annual World ofDances event on
Saturday, April 4. The event will
take place from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in Tillman Hall, and the fee for
students at Clemson is $8.
AID is an on-campus
organization comprised mainly
of graduate students, although
participation is open to anyone
who wishes to join. They
organize and host many events
throughout the year, although the
World of Dances tends to be the
largest. For the most part, AID
supports two main projects - a

non-government organization
(NGO) and Research Triangle
Institute (RTI). NGO focuses on
primary schools in Murshidabad,
India, and RTI is an international
project in India nicknamed "RTI
on Wheels;' which focuses on
spreading awareness about laws
and regulations throughout
India. All proceeds fundraised by
the dance go directly to helping
these causes.
The performance itself
features many different types of
dances, from hip-hop and salsa
to bellydancing and Bollywood
styles. In fact, one of the main
purposes for this event is to
display the diversity of these
different types of dances and to
show their ability to appeal to a

wide audience.
"This event is kind of
unique in that sense," says
graduate
student
Achyut
Raghavendra, vice president of
the local chapter ofAID.
"It can get all forms of
dances onstage and actually show
you the varieties ofdance possible.
All the different styles, different
people, different backgrounds
. .. they all just come onstage and
dance. This is one thing that can
unite the diversity that we have."
The dancers and musicians
for this event come from many
places,
including
different
Greenville, Charlotte and even
herein Oemson. These volunteers
are not only performing to
spread the message of diversity

See DANCE on page A2
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Before
dedicating
years to studying a specific
medical profession, students
can now shadow doctors,
trainers and nurses through
a program designed by two
Clemson students.
Matthew Bickford, a
senior microbiology major,
and Elliott Mappus, a graduate
bioengineering student, created
C-MED, which allows any
Clemson student to enroll in a
single-credit class and shadow
various professionals.
Bickford said he noticed
a need for the program because
students didn't have access to
professionals to shadow.
"It shouldn't be an issue
[to shadow], and you shouldn't

have to know someone to have
the ability to shadow," he said.
Students can sign up
for BIOCHEM 4900 at any
time and shadow a healthcare
professional. The class itself
must only be taken one time,
and after its completion students
can shadow as much or as little
as they would like during their
tenure at Clemson.
The beta version of
C-MED was tested during the
fall semester. Mappus used his
computer coding experience
to create the scheduling
system. The program lets
students shadow a variety
of healthcare professionals,
including clinicians, physician's
assistants, registered nurses
and optometrists.
About 40 students enrolled
in BIOCHEM 4900 in the

spring semester, amassing more
than 500 hours of shadowing.
Students
enrolled
in
BIOCHEM
4900
work
directly with Dr. Michael
Sehorn, advisor for the National
Healthcare
Pre-professional
Honor Society and the
course advisor.
Mappus
said
he
encourages students to consider
applying for the course as soon
as possible to help guide their
future choices. Acceptance is
based upon the availability of
professionals that are accepting
shadows.
"Start shadowing early, so
you'll know early," he said.
For more information and
scheduling, students can go
to www.sites.google.com/a/g.
clemson.edu/ c-med/home.

Matthew Bickford (left) and Elliot Mappus (right), founded C-MED at Clemson and
made it possible for all students to shadow healthcare professionals.
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Tigra scientifica:
Plastic on the menu
Nicole Harper
Contributor
Imagine spending the day
on a beautiful beach where you
connect deeply with narure by
appreciating a refreshing dip in
the ocean. Then consider the
findings of a study published by
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, in which
researchers report plastic debris
contaminating an astonishing 88
percent ofsurface water samples.
Still enjoying that swim?
The majority of this
pollution is in the form of
"microplastics,"
fragments
smaller than one centimeter in
diameter and often unnoticeable
to the naked eye, which explains
why you - hopefully - didn't
see islands of trash on your last
trip to the seashore.
The distribution of these
particles varies, so certain
locations experience higher
concentrations than others.
Gyres are large systems
of circular ocean currents that
are particularly known for their
accumulation of plastic and
other garbage.
After analyzing over 3,000
samples from oceans around
the world, Professor Andres

C6zar of the University of Cadiz
confirmed these gyres maintain
the highest aggregations of
plastic. By comparing the highs
of these convergence zones with
the lows of major divergence
zones, the researchers estimate
up to 35,000 tons of plastic
floating atop our oceans.
Keep in mind these figures
don't include the pollution
that has collected in the water
column,
along
shorelines,
below
the
seafloor
and
within organisms.
While these numbers are
unsettling, they surprisingly
haven't changed much since
the 1980s despite significant
increases in the production and
disposal of plastic products.
So is that a good thing? Not
quite. Researchers don't know
where the additional plastic
is going or what harm it is
potentially causing.
In particular, siz.es smaller
than five millimeters are
observed in amounts lower than
what is predicted. The loss is
most dramatic for sizes below
one millimeter. It's possible these
microplastics are washing ashore,
sinking into the water column
or breaking down to nanometers
more quickly than expected.

However, it is interesting to
note that the predominant size of
the plastic found in the stomachs
of
zooplankton
predators
happens to match the size that
is curiously low in abundance
along the ocean surface. This
suggests that marine organisms,
at least in part, are ingesting the
missing plastic.
There have already been
detrimental consequences due
to plastic build up in our oceans.
Whether along the coast of
major cities or in remote areas of
the world, everything from small
invertebrates to massive whales
are negatively being impacted.
Complications
include
respiratory issues, malnutrition,
toxic
chemical
absorption
and more.
Biomagnification,
a
process by which pollutants
increase
in
concentration
as they move up the food
chain, is of special concern. This
implies the more dominant
predators will build up the most
plastic in their systems. When
we eat seafood we as humans
are essentially the top of the
food
chain.
This
begs .
the
question,
how
are
ocean
plastics
affecting
human health?
Kelsey Morgan

Federal Trade Commissioner
to speak at Clemson

News Editor

Study finds that plastic waste is contaminating water.
DANCE from page Al
are not only performing to
spread the message of diversity
on campus, but also to help
AI.D. better serve these projects
in India.
However, dancing isn't the
only thing going on in the World
of Dances - afi:er the main
festivities, Indian cuisine will
be served and is included in the
admission ticket price. Similar to
the dancers and musicians, the
food is provided by volunteers
as well.

"We have some of our
volunteers from the Pendleton
and Anderson areas, so we have
a lot of families who support us.
Llke the [Clemson graduates],
those people who have alteady
graduated, they love to come
and help prepare food for us,"
said Raghavendra. "We decided
to lean on Indian to give people
a taste of it, and we know a
lot of Americans like Indian
food. Although it's spicy, though"
While this is the I 0th

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro

edition of the World of
Dances, Al.D. was unable
to host the event last year
due to a lack of volunteers in
addition complications with
the date. They hope this year
will be a big success and help
display and promote the
diversity on campus, as well
as give students a fun event
to attend.
AID. will be selling tickets
for the event Thursday and
Friday on Library Bridge.

Today at 4 p.m. Federal
Trade Commissioner Joshua D.
Wright will present a lecrure open
to all students and faculty at 100
Holtzendorff Hall, "Regulations
in High-Tech Markets: Public
Choice, Regulatory Caprure and
the FTC."
In
addition
the
presentation will be followed
by audience questions and
a reception at 5:30 p.m. for
graduate students.
According to the flyer
for the event, the lecture will
"focus on the tendency for
regulatory regimes to frustrate
technological innovation."
The
Federal
Trade
Commission is a 100-year-old
federal regulatory agency that
aims to promote competition
in
the marketplace and
protect
consumers
from
fraudulent
activities.
The
five commissioners are each
appointed by the President and
confirmed by the U.S. Senate.
Dr.
James
Spurlock,
Clemson University's operations
and research director for the
Information Economy Project,
said that the Federal Trade
Commission has become a

M. TENNIS vs NC STATE

very powerful entity with the
authority to do things such as
contest large corporate mergers
if they are believed the be anti
competitive or anti-consumer.
Spurlock said,
"[The
Federal Trade Commission was]
created for two purposes . . . one
is to promote competition in the
market .. . and the second is to
protect consumers."
Wright is a 2013 appointee
of the Obama administration
and was formerly a tenured
professor at George Mason
University Law School.
He
is a published author on
topics such as law, economics,
anti-trust policy, the internet
and telecommunications.
Wright has co-authored
a book with Dr. Thomas
Hazlett, director of the Clemson
Information Economy Project,
on the topic of"net neutrality."
The
FCC
(Federal
Communications Commission)
recently adopted the very heavy
regulation that Wright and
Hazlett warned against, and
their order already is the subject
oflegal appeals.
Spurlock
said,
"He's
brilliant ... This is a guy who
knows how Washington works.
He now is at the center offederal
decision-making that affects all

of us."
Spurlock
also
said
that he expects anybody
interested in economics, law,
telecommunications policy and
political science to enjoy the
lecture. He does not believe
that attendees need to be in the
business school to understand
the lecture or find it interesting.
H e said, "Commissioner
Wright has been on a university
campus most of his life so he is
used to and comfortable with
talking to students ... He knows
his audiences, he knows how to
discuss complex policy issues
without being condescending
and how to be understandable
to everyone."

Spurlock said this is a
good opportunity to speak with
someone who works in law and
whose regulations influence
the market.
He said, "[attendees] will
get to meet somebody who is
not only an internationally
renowned academic . . . but
also they will get to meet a
presidential appointee who
has real day-to-day power as
a commissioner and someone
who helps shape policy
that whether or not
they know it - affect their
daily lives."

WE WANT YOU
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ocial media isn't always
used for positive
movements, and it's
often the "ground zero" for
some of the worst people
have to offer. But March
31 saw the galvanization
of Twitter, Facebook and
Tumblr users for a positive
cause. Much like the recent
#BlackOut day designed
to boost the visibility and
confidence of black members
of social media sites, the
International
Transgender
Day of Visibility ((started in
2009) ITDV) used the power
of these websites to spread
images and stories of the
transgender community.
From selfles of teens just
figuring out their identities,
to transmon stories by
older members of the trans
community, the messages of
all of these posts held two
things in common: hope
and acceptance. Because the
trans community isn't just

comprised of biological males
identifying as female and vice
versa, but also embraces those
who don't flt into the gender
binary (male or female) at
all, it was important for
the ITDV to include all
members of the community.
Many who identify as non
binary or a-gender (without
gender) feel as though they
don't belong in the trans
community or as a part of
the trans visibility movement.
The message on social
media: you belong and you
are accepted.
The prevailing message
of hope was also a key part of
each post to social media. No
matter who you are or what
your background is, you have
reason to hope. The trans
community is no stranger
to fear or pain. Many who
come out as trans experience
the loss of friends and even
family, and the percentage
of LGBT homeless youth
is exceptionally high at 40
percent. Many more do not
have the money necessary

to fund hormone therapy or
surgery needed for them to
present as their gender and
continue to live in a constant
state of being trapped within
their own bodies. Even
more suffer at the hands of
violent hate crimes. There is
a one in 12 chance of a trans
person being murdered by a
cisgendered person (someone
who does not identify as
trans). If you are a trans
woman of color, your chances
are one in eight.
But the stories shared
on social media were those of
success, happiness and hope.
It focused attention on adults
who, despite long struggles
towards
transmon,
had
finally achieved it and where
those who were lost to suicide
or violence were remembered
as heroes. ITDV was overall
a beautiful representation
of a community who aims
to love, respect and protect
every member of it, and
social media's part in it was an
amazing example of solidarity
and support.
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ppalled. Disgusted.
Angered. Those are
the words that can
be used to describe how I
feel in regards to the recent
Duke scandal.
For those of you who
are not aware of what I'm
talking about, late Tuesday
night, March 31, in the
Bryan Center plaza at Duke
Universiry displayed a rope
tied into a noose. The
Bryan Center plaza holds
both the Center for Sexual
and
Gender
Diversity
and
the
Center
for
Multicultural Affairs.
In the light of the
recent events at Duke
University including the

cancellation of the call
to prayer scandal, it is
obvious that racism and
discrimination aren't over.
However,
I
don't
understand why in 2015
people would be this
ignorant and insensitive
to the struggles of others.
We as a nation have gone
through the Civil Rights
Era along with years of
trying to be more inclusive.
In the past few months,
racial tensions have been
high, but this action is
truly one that cannot
even
be
misconstrued
as anything other than
prejudiced. Furthermore,
it's frustrating how the
person who did this,
committed this heinous
act anonymously. That isn't

funny or witty ... it's racist
and cowardly. Anyone who
would think otherwise
needs
to
reevaluate
their beliefs.
John
Guarco,
the
vice president of Duke
University's
Student
Government response to
this recent event was, "The
disgusting and heinous
acts of racism have had the
complete opposite effect
that the perpetrators had in
mind. Instead of instilling
fear, the hanging of the
noose has brought out the
courage in our student body
who stand together in favor
of an equal society where
racism and discrimination
of all forms are absolutely
intolerable
Duke
Student Government, as

of tonight, has passed a
resolution pledging to fight
prejudice and mJUStice
on campus through the
creation of pre-orientation
programs addressing the
race, gender, sexuality and
religion to create a more
understanding environment
for Duke University ... All
lives matter."
As the world continues
to watch the Blue Devils, it
is important to understand
what the importance of this
situation is. Actions speak
louder than words and in
this instance, this gross
action tells me that we have
a long way to go before we,
the people of the UNITED
States of America, become
more
inclusive
and
sympathetic to each other.
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INTERVIEW BY: RACHEL EAGLETON I PHOTOGRAPH BY: ELAINE DAV
fter recovenng from a shoulder injury suffered during the 2014 season, Tyler Krieger went back out to the infield
this weekend for the first time in almost a year. I sat down with him in the third base dugout to talk about his past,
his future and everything in between. Read on to tak a look behind the ball with someone whose passion for the
game of baseball might just be unmatched, lyler Krieger.
R~hel Eagleton: If I didn't
blow anything about you,
what would you want me to
know after this interview?
Tyl Knege · I guess that
I just really care about my
friends and teammates. I
really love each and every
single one of them . I love to
play the game of baseball; it's
my passion. Overall, I just
love being around people.
RE: What are your plans
after this season?
I K: My plans are, just for
right now, living in the
moment and just trying
to win each game, win
to_morrow, and just continue
to get better as a team and
individually as a player.
There's always things to
work on and just continue
to improve.
RE: How do you predict
this season is going to end

t
l

for Clemson?
f : It's kind of not even in
my thought process right
now. My thought process is
more of 'what are we going
to do this weekend?' Because
if you start thinking down
the road like that, that's
when you can sometimes
get yourself in trouble. I
like to think in the present
and in the moment, and I'm
just kind of worried about
how we play on Friday at
6:30 [p.m.].
RE: What's the biggest
misconception that some
fans have about you?
That's a tough one,
I don't know. Maybe that
I'm quiet. On the field,
I show some emotion
sometimes, but I don't
like to be too emotional
about things. But, in the
locker room and stuff, I do
like
to
joke
around

with my teammates. I
consider myself to be kind
of outspoken.

Definitely. In terms of
switch-hitting, I remember
I watched Chipper Jones
■
■

lllil1J%TYLER KRIEGER
ill!'ID]TuPARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM
MANAGEMENT
BJUNIDR
1Wli\lfil©~1U~JOHNS CREEK, GEORGIA
lifiliiUIJWAll!J!il:IQigSHORTSTOP AND DH/#3
lifil!jl] iii h~(llij@ili'illl!1t ASIDE FROM THE
BASEBALL STADIUM, MY HOUSE AT CHIMNEY RIDGE
lifil!IilililllfilOO[!.llWUi iMl& CHIPOTLE
Bl.ill
. . .,_.,....,..,..,(KU ~~~iD]'ilffiTIIiIDRlj PLAYERS RUNNING
DOWN THE HILL AT FOOTBALL GAMES
RE: Was there any big
moment in your childhood
that made you who you
are today?

hit a ball, a homerun, left
handed, and then he turned
around and hit a homerun
right-handed, and I just

thought 'man, I have to
be able to do that. That's
awesome.' That kind of
inspired me to become a
switch-hitter and really kind
of hooked me onto the game.
And just being with my dad
growing up, just playing
the game every single day
is just kind of what helped
me realize how much I love
it and brought me to this
point today.

RE: Who has had the
biggest influence on you in
your life?
Probably my dad,
my parents. My mom was
always there for me; she was
supportive. My mom and
sister came to almost every
game growing up, so I love
them for that. Then my dad,
just teaching me the game.
He was an unbelievable
mentor for me growing up,
and he really never pushed

1

me to do anything, bur
always was there to help and
guide me, and that's what I
appreciate most: him being
there and not necessarily
pushing me to do anything.

RE: If you could tell the
Clemson Family one thing,
what would you tell them?
1 l\. I would tell them
thank you. Thank you
for
everything
you've
given me these last couple
years because it's been an
unbelievable
experience
to be here with my
teammates and be able to
play in atmospheres like
we have here at Clemson
every single
day,
and
the tradition and pride
that they bring to the
program is just unbelievable.
I just really appreciate
everything they've done for
me, and my experience here
at Clemson.

'
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Tigers outlast Paladins in Tuesday's stunner
Stephen Krupka
Contributor

..,
Tyler Slaton (No. 18) scored the winning run on Tuesday.

Taylor Vetzel (No. 41) pitched 2.2 scoreless innings.

In one of the wildest
games of the 2015 Clemson
baseball season, the Tigers
defeated the Furman Paladins
5-4 with a ninth inning walk
off win. The game was played
on a gorgeous, 80 degree day
at Doug Kingsmore Stadium .
Building on the momentum
of Sunday's win against Wake
Forest, the Tigers set out to
earn a second consecutive
win and begin a rapid
season turnaround.
Scoring in this matchup
was spotty, and both teams
relied on big plays to keep
things interesting. The first
three innings went scoreless,
due largely to excellent
pitching from junior Clate
Schmidt. After the game,
Head Coach Jack Leggett
commended
Schmidt,
attributing
the
Tiger's
ensuing comeback in part to
his skillful pitching.
At the top of the fourth

inning, the Paladins scored
off a Clemson error, putting
them up 1-0. However,
sophomore
Chris
Okey
decided to put the team on
his back at the bottom of the
fourth, blasting a three-run
homer to left field, putting
the Tigers at a 3-1 advantage.
Another run at the
bottom of the fifth gave
Clemson a comfortable 4-1
lead as the game's final stretch
approached. Unfortunately,
the Tigers struggled to get
on the board until the ninth
inning
despite
excellent
batting from junior Tyler
Krieger, who went 4-of4 on the night. Matthew
Quarles, Ryan Morse and
Elliott Warford pitched great
games for Furman, making
things difficult for the
Tigers offensively.
However, it was a
different story for
the
Paladins, who forged a
dramatic seventh inning
comeback. Down by three
runs, Furman did exactly

what they needed to tie
the game up, leaving the
Tigers to answer at 4-4. Fans
anxiously awaited the home
run blast that would put this
game out of reach, but this
hit never came. Rather, the
latter innings of the game
proceeded to develop slowly
and theatrically.
The
ninth
inning
arrived, and the game was still
tied up. An uneasy ambiance
settled over Doug Kingsmore
Stadium as the Tigers went
up to bat at the bottom of
the ninth. Senior Tyler Slaton
started the inning positively,
getting walked and then
advancing to third on a single
from junior Steven Duggar.
Then,
the
Paladins
loaded
the
bases
by
intentionally walking Krieger.
Two quick outs followed,
and with Slaton hungrily
eyeing home plate from his
stance on third, freshman
Chase Pinder stepped up to
bat. A single would win this
one for the Tigers, as every

fan in the stadium was well
aware. Fortunately, the game
wouldn't even come to that,
as Pinder was hit by a pitch
to walk Slaton home for the
5-4 win.
"I was looking for
something to hit, definitely,"
Pinder said. "I had a feeling
he was coming with a two
seam again, since he got me
before, but it started inside
this time, and I knew it was
going to run right into me;
so I was hit by a pitch and
somehow got an RBI out
of it. I feel like we're onto
something right here. I feel
like we have a spark with the
team and if we can build off
this, it would be great."
With two straight home
wins, the Tiger baseball
team is heating up. They
will have the opportunity to
extend their winning streak
against Presbyterian College
on Wednesday at Doug
Kingsmore Stadium. The
game against the Blue Hose
will take place at 6:30 p.m.

Sophomore Chris Okey (No. 25) hit his fourth home run of the year against Furman.
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" ... find yourself the right gal but
she'll have to be someone on your
level, someone powerful and famous
and rich. Someone you can smoke a
joint with or indulge in the occasional
three-way ... I'm talking about a playa
in the boardroom and a freak in the .
bedroom. So my last piece of advice
is: call me."
- Martha Stewart

Amanda Hoefer

Senior StaffWriter
"What do you get when
you give a teenager $200
million? A bunch of has-beens
calling you a lesbian for two
hours," said Justin Bieber.
, Justin Bieber's Roast,
which aired on Comedy
Central Monday night, was a
celebration of the singer and
enfant terrible's many missteps
and foibles. From jabs about
ditching his pet monkey in
a German wo - sometimes
truth is stranger than fiction
- to . comments about how
he has more in common with
Ellen DeGeneres than just a
haircut, the celebrity panel led
by Kevin Hart certainly brought
the heat.
Upon the dais sat Pete
Davidson, Natasha Legerro,
Snoop Dogg, Shaquille O'Neal,
Jeff Ross, Ludacris, Hannibal
Burress, Chris D'Elia, Kevin
Hart and a shockingly foul
mouthed Martha Stewart. Each
roaster gave a briefbut very mean
set, revolving around the various
reputations of each member
of the platform, before setting
in on Bieber himself. Some of
the best jokes directed towards

the man of the hour emanated
from Justin Bieber's "wanna-be
gangsta" persona - Hart cited
his perfume, "Girlfriend," as the
ultimate evidence of how tame
Bieber actually is. His well
documented escapade involving
peeing in a mop bucket, and
his multiple driving incidents
ranging from DUI ro reckless
driving provided fodder for
many of the comedians.
Much was made · of
Ludacris and Snoop Dogg's age,
with Pete Davidson stating that
most of the teenagers watching
only knew who Luda was from
th.eiI parents' "That's What I
Call Music" CDs. Kevin Hart
also took a jab by informing
"all [the] young people here,
Snoop Dogg is a rapper." A
few gags were made about
Shaq's size and relative lack of
intellect, with perennial roaster
Jeff Ross consoling Shaq for
9/ l l, as he knew that the World
Trade Center was his "favorite
building to climb."
Ludacris and Snoop
Dogg's sets were mediocre with
myriad repetitive lesbian jokes
at Bieber's expense. Snoop
did manage to drop about 20
n-words in one breath, before
asking Martha Stewart some

very personal questions about
her proclivity for black men.
The night's four edgiest roasters
were Natasha Legerro, Chris
D'Elia, Hannibal Burress and,
shock of all shocks, Martha
Stewart. Legerro delivered
perhaps the sharpest and most
quick-witted set, but nearly
lost the audience with a very
indelicate joke about Bieber's
mother's pregnancy. D'Elia
made quite a few jokes about
ISIS and a few ill-timed ones
about Bill Cosby and the "I
Can't Breathe" campaign.
Tapped as Justin Bieber's
favorite .comedian, D'Elia
sounded about as unimaginative
and offensive as you might
imagine the Bieb's favorite
stand-up would.
Stewart became the coolest
grandma ever as she divulged
her secrets for climbing the
prison social ladder. Burress,
who is most widely known for
exposing Bill Cosby during a
show in Philadelphia this fall,
delivered a killer joke about
the P.R. value of the roast that
eventually got cur. After telling
Bieber that he only showed up
because the roast was a "great
opportunity for [him]." He
the went on to say, "Actually,
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you should thank me for
participating in this extremely
transparent attempt to be more
likable in the public eye ... And
I hope it doesn't work." The
joke got cut from the broadcast,
but rang truer than most of
the show in wake of Bieber's
closing statements.
After a surprise appearance
from Ron Burgundy, who was
on his way from "The Your
Mom is a Fat Bitch" awards on
SpikeTY, Bieber finally rook
the mic. After delivering a set
roasting the dais about their
collective lack of fame, wealth
and general relevance, Bieber
then delivered a sickly sweet
apology, citing the roast itself
as a jumping off point for him
becoming a better man. While
the Roast was very funny with
a very talented pool of panelists
and a more than game subject,
the broadcast fell flat as it
revealed itself to be nothing
more than a P.R. stunt for
Bieber and his team, who were
blatantly trying to pass him off
as a newly mature guy, capable
of taking a verbal beating and
remaining humble. However,
Bieber's remarks weren't a total
loss - he did get reunited with
his lost monkey.

Nicholas Lor is a senior packaging science major from Charleston.

"Last year you were ranked the fifth
most-hated person of all time ... Kim
Jong-Un didn't rank that high. And he
uses your music to torture people."
- Shaquille O'Neill

Housing Do's and Don'ts
James Kidd

Contributor

Courtesy of: @peopleofclemson

''Im Cambodian. We do a bi-annuallyfamily reunion thing. The older generatiom ofmy
family still live in Cambodia but a lot live here in America. They all moved here around
30years ago at the time ofthe Cambodian genocide. People had to take any opportunity
to escape andgo somewhere safe. A lot went to America and some to Australia. My mom
says that we could have been Australian born but I was born in America. "

"Justin has fans in middle school ...
or staying 500 feet away from one."
-Kevin Hart

We all know how crazy the
process of finding housing can
be. For some, it's an exciting time
to plan living with friends in a
great apartment that perfectly fits
your taste and style. For others,
the process can be stressful, with
millions of questions and late
nights spent deciding between
on and off campus complexes.
Housing is a big deal, and your
decision is one that you have to
live with - literally - for at
least a semester.
On-campus housing is
easy; all ofthe finances are in one
place, apartments are furnished
with utilities and laundry is
typically free. 'f With the new
housing process, .you can easily
choose everything from who
you want to live with, down to
exactly which apartment you
have your heart set on. Ofcourse,
the greatest thing about on
campus housing is not having to
commute.And when you live on
campus, the <;:lemson Residence
Hall Association provides many
unique activities and treats,
like karaoke and free coffee and
Coca-Cola. Unfortunatdy, if
you're an upperclassman, on
campus housing is not really an
option - too many students,
not enough rooms.
Off-campus
housing
opens up a whole new list of
opportunities. Namely, there is

more say in how the apartment
or house is set up to best fit
your needs. All apartments have
kitchens, most have their own
laundry rooms, you can decorate
however you want and generally
everyone has their own room.
You can live close to campus,
far from everything, by the
restaurants on Tiger Boulevard or
even on the lake. Unfortunately
leases are hard to pick through,
and most of the time you have
to finance for a whole 12 months
whether you are in classes or
not. Commuting, of course, is
another issue.
When it comes to making a
decision about housing, there are
three questions to ask: What is
the most cost-efficient? Who do
you want to live with? How close
to campus do you want to be?
That being said, here is a
list of do's and don'ts to get you
through the housing process:
Do determine which
option is best for you based on
those three questions.
Don't miss any housing
deadlines! Missing deadlines
comes with consequences you do
not want to deal with.
Do consider finances, but
don't make that your deciding
factor. You're only in college once!
Sometimes experiences (within
reason) are more important.
Do live with someone who
shares your beliefs and morals,
has similar goals and will build
you up. Roommate drama can

turn a great semester into a live
in nightmare.
Don't live with your
best friend unless you can
be completely honest with
each other.
Do look at all of
your options.
Don't wait until the last
minute to decide! Snap decisions
are never the best decisions, and
housing is a big deal.
Do ask around. What
are the good and bad housing
experiences others have had?
Don't feel obligated to
please anyone.
Do make a list of your
non-negotiables, but don't
be inflexible.
If you live off campus,
do find a landlord who you
respect and who will respect you
in return.
Don't be afraid to move
off-campus, but don't be too
prideful to stay on-campus.
When you finally have a
roommate, do make sure your
thoughts and preferences are
heard, but don't forger about
their opinions.
Although the housing
process can be a stressful one,
finding the right place to live will
pay off next semester when you
find yourself in the perfect place
for you. Many times housing
is one of the best parts of the
college experience - or at least
one ofthe most memorable ones.
Good luck!
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■

The fun and follies of lnstagram

■

Anna Blake Keeley
TimeOut Editor

Meet Chelsea Heard! We tracked rhis sunny accounting major
down on her way to a business fraternity meeting.
As we can see from her ensemble, practical and professional
"'doesn't always mean black. Her blouse breaks up rhe color palate
.a bit by having bright - and tiger approved - orange flowers
splashed throughout. Choosing wide-legged cream pants with a
darker jacket keeps rhe outfit interesting and well away from matron
territory (plus they were rhrifted, and who doesn't love a good deal).
Apart from a sedate pair of studs, rhe only orher jewelry is a
golden menswear inspired watch by Michael Kors. Chelsea's hair
was set in honey-tinted waves and kept her makeup natural, a bit of
liner to enhance the eyes and peach blush to brighten up her cheeks.
The rolling hills of campus make heel wearing a challenge
for even the most experienced. So, though Chelsea is pictured in
russet kitten heels, she was initially laced up in a pair of cream
laser-cut oxfords.
·

· · . BLOUSE AND JACKET-·
FOREVER 2l
· · WATCH- MICHAEL KORS
. .· PANTS-THRIFTED
SHOES- JESSICA SIMPSON

•

people on lnstagram - people
you aspire to be, people you
admire. But you inherently run
rhe risk of rhat dreaded rhief
Instagram is by no means
of joy: comparison. We put
a new app - or a new concept
our best selves on lnstagram.
for rhat matter. We live in an
For every dozen pictures
age of over sharing, of constant
we
force our friends to take
stimulation and short attention
wirh us, only the one most
spans. We require non-stop
flattering one survives. Then
distraction, then distraction
we
meticulously construct our
from our distraction, until
image to represent ourselves
we find ourselves mindless in
in rhe best way possible, to
front of multiple screens, only
the point that we crafr pre
snapping out of our zombie
approved versions of ourselves
like state when we notice rhe
that
don't do anyone justice.
smell of popcorn burning in
It's hard to celebrate our flaws
rhe kitchen. Everybody's been
- believe me, I know - and
rhere - and sometimes we
we deserve to have a say in
need to escape reality to handle
how we are perceived. But
reality. There's a point, though,
those who are not avid-selfiers
when a distraction becomes a
know rhat rhat picture has
time/soul/mind-suck
rhat
received substantial treatment
forbids you to focus on . rhe
nobody's life is made up
actual world you're only half
of only glamorous snapshots.
participating in. Our phones
Nobody
looks
beautiful
are largely to blame - little
constantly,
feels
#blessed
every
boxes rhat link us to the rest of
moment of every day or is
rhe world while simultaneously
all grins 24-7. Life is messy
cutting us off from it. And
- too messy to capture in
wirh phones comes rhe 8rh
a picture.
wonder of the world - apps.
Even better than beautiful
I'll admit it, lnstagram is
people are the pictures of
my Achilles heel of cyberspace.
brearhtaking places, some of
I love it. I hate it. It's the best.
which are so gorgeous they
It's rheworst. I follow hundreds
seem unreal. They can act as
of accounts and people, most
reminder rhat we really do live
of whom I've never met, who
in a crazy awesome world, even
allow me to travel rhe world
though sometimes it's hard to
all while I'm waiting for class
see beyond rhe bubble rhat
to start. There are hilarious
college can be. A flick of the
people (TheFatJewish) who
thumb and you're transported
make me snort wirh laughter,
to countries you've never
people I want as future besties.
heard of, seeing snapshot
Scrolling through image afrer
views of cultures so unlike our
image, I feel momentary
own. But can a picture really
comradery in the knowledge
do justice to rhe complexity
rhat someone also finds ugly
of any culture? Sometimes I
babies delightful and hates
can fool myself into rhinking
exercise. All it takes is a little
rhat seeing the world rhrough
more scrolling to find some
someone
else's lenses can
dude wirh a six pack doing a
somehow replace having my
handstand wirh one finger on
own experiences. Images are
rhe edge of the cliff while he
strong - rhey can convey
rides a bike, and suddenly I'm
so much depth and beauty
inspired to go for a run (this
and pain - but rhey are no
feeling is usually very fleeting).
substitute for life. I know
Like Facebook and Snapchat
and technology in general, · it sounds incredibly cheesy,
but no Hiter can one-up
Instagram forms connections
somerhing actually seen wirh
and brings people together.
your own eyes, somerhing felt
But these connections can be
by being a part ofit rarher than
transitory. It's easy to think
observing it.
our number of followers on
Yes,
Instagram
is
social media equates to some
incredible. Technology has
kind of real-life value. In
undeniably and irrevocably
reality rhough, having our
changed the world - maybe
nose pressed against a screen
for better and maybe for
for hours of rhe day probably
worse.
But don't let it trick
isn't the most conducive rhing
you into substituting real
to making friends, no matter
life experiences for hashtags
how many likes we get.
and
selfies.
You can see beautiful

a
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Comedy is Will's forte
James Kidd
Contributor
Television comedy has
always been a tricky thing to
get right. Certain audiences
find some things funny,
while others might not.
Some things are seen as too
offensive, while others don't
push it far enough. So it was
a relief when the golden era
of comedy graced television
about ten years ago with
shows like "The Office,"
"Parks and Recreation," "30
Rock" and "Community."
A new age of comedy was
brought to the small screen,

I,

J

offering tons of laughs and
quick wits, garnering many
awards, critical acclaim and
popularity over the years.
However, a lull has
recently hit the genre with
three of the above shows
finishing their runs and with
"Community" and new shows
such as "The Unbreakable
Kimmy Schmitt" moving to
streaming services. Despite
a few gems breaking the
mold, such as "Blackish" and
"Fresh Off the Boat," and
other shows like "Modern
Family" and "New Girl" still
going fairly strong, a shakeup
certainly wouldn't be a bad

thing. As if answering rhis call
for originality, "The Last Man
on Earth" has entered the fray
this season, and to say that it
is merely a shakeup would be
quite the understatement.
Created by Phil Lord
and Chris Miller, better
known as the duo behind the
"21 Jump Street" films as well
as last year's highly acclaimed
"The Lego Movie," "The
Last Man on Earth" follows
the adventures of Tucson,
Arizona resident Phil Miller
(Will Forte - coincidence?
probably ... ) as the titular
last man on Earth afrer a
viral apocalypse. Through

rhe pilot episode, he does
the most logical things the
last person on rhe planet
would do. He names himself
President of the United
States, uses famous historical
documents such as the Mona
Lisa and the Declaration of
Independence as napkins
and eventually has a "Cast
Away" like meltdown that
involves talking to various
sports equipment. He even
attempts suicide.
So, this is probably the
point where you question my
sense of humor. I know that
a man's downward spiral into
insanity is far from a laughing

matter, but I can certainly tell
you that "The Last Man on
Earrh" is a hilarious show,
balancing its unsurprisingly
dark material with an
entertainingly awkward and
self-absorbed character and
sharp writing. Somehow the
audience is kept laughing,
even as Phil Miller concocts a
hilariously inefficient plan to
kill himsel£
But hilarious timing
and writing, especially with
an idea like this, can only
go so far, and that's where
creators Miller and Lord
enter the scene to save the
day. Admitting that you can

only keep a show with only
one character interesting for
so long, both have promised
at least one plot twist per
episode to make sure things
stay fresh, starting with the
reveal of the last woman on
Earth, the very traditional and
also very weird Carol (Kristen
Schaal). The two characters
naturally find themselves at
odds in proceeding episodes,
yet Carol and Phil must
find a way to put up with
each other, all while trying
to find food in the desert of
Arizona and confronting the
looming and inevitable task
of repopulating rhe Earrh.
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Across

SUDQKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊
4

1
2
5

7

3

3

13- Smelting waste;
1- Grannies;
21- Frozen water;
6- Monumental;
23- Drug-yielding plant;
10- Signs;
25- Singer John;
14- Diciembre follower;
27- Fluid-filled sac;
28- Very funny;
15- Change the decor;
16- Christmas song;
29- Excuse me;
17- Throat problem;
30- Tacit assent;
34- Advanced in years;
18- Approach;
3 5- Puccini classic;
19- Away from port;
20- Adventurous
36- Leg or arm;
expedition;
37- Worshiped one;
22- Phraseology;
38- _
majeste;
24- Whiz;
40- War within the same
26- Edmonton team;
country;
41- _
carte;
27- Wide strait;
31- Dwarf with glasses; Down
43- Professional charges;
32- Lout;
I- Capone's nemesis;
44- Controversial;
33- From head _ ;
2- Architectural pier;
45- Daniel Webster, e.g.;
36- Abner's adjective;
3- Soft ball brand;
47- Suffix with glob;
39- Storage shelter;
4- Geographical expanse; 48- Loses heat;
40- Hue;
5- Highest singing voice 49- Stan's pal;
41-Assistant, particularly in women;
50- Bluffer's ploy;
6- East ender?;
52-Bok_;
to heads of state;
42- Skye cap;
7- Quick look;
53- Sealed document;
43- Discovers;
8- Boise's state;
55- Scarf;
44- St. _
fire;
9- Hallway;
56- Choir member;
45- Gun, as an engine;
10- Momentarily;
57- Yellow of an egg;
11- Polite refusal;
46- Capable of being
58- Dagger of yore;
cured;
12- Wails;
61- End for Siam;

9

8

AQUARIUS

1

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

,ii

,;;,•PISCES
~~
~

· Feb. 20 - March 20

tll

....

Is the new boo a Prince Channing

►

►

8TAUBUS
~

w

••

u

April 21 - May 20

~,

GEMINI

...
"
::~, \

CANCER

Feeling stir crazy? Get outside. Only

►

good can come if you paint with all the
colors of the wind, like a tan.

Don't be like Snow White. Keep
your friends close and keep your
enemies closer, except when they
offer you an apple. Then run like
hell.

f

,'•~

)~,!t.. June 22 - July 22

•

Andy went to college just like
you. Don't leave your Woody
behind.

•

Huns or horrifying amounts of
homework? Same difference.
Make like Mulan and "get down
to business.'1

•

Fairy Godmothers come in all
shapes and sizes. JK LOL. They
all look like grandmothers. Keep
your eye out for cute, plump, gray
haired women with magic wands
and kind smiles!

I

LEO

'-- July 23 -Aug. 23

8

~

~RGO

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 ►

'_,.._.
~
.~:==::;~
.. _... SCORPIO
.'il~
... _..

~
~

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SAGITrARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

►

►

Disney princesses are beautiful but
they're also a carroon. Don't aspire to
beacanoon.

►

Are tests stressing you out? Let it
go. Let it gooooo.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Aladdin got a genie. You can at least
get a C. Hit the books and/or start
rubbing lamps.

Don't let your carriage nun into a
pumpkin! There's nothing wrong
with leaving before last call and then
you'll have plenty of time to grab
some Little Caesars before hitting
the sheets.

w

~

email tigertimeout@gmail.com for more information

Lost your glass pump at last
weekend's formal? Good things
come co chose who are forgetful
(sometimes).

/].::_\ May 21 -June 21 ►

~

TO WRrrE FOR TIMEOUT

"I wanna be where the people are ..."
Take Ariel's advice and do something
social. Netflix will be there when you
get home.

March 21 - April 20 ►

(lj

9
1
6

type or a Gaston in disguise? Tread

carefully.

ARIES

r..

5

9
3
6 4
7 6 1
9

\
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7

~
•
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7

3
9

6
5

6
5

48- The other inheritor;
51- "Rope-a-dope"
boxer;
52- Cabbage salad;
54- Compositions;
59- Romance novelist
Victoria;
60- Metal filament;
62- Claw;
63- Potpourri;
64- Warts and all;
65- Pineapple fiber;
66- River of Flanders;
67- Nerve network;
68- Strangle;

HOROSCOPES

Writtm by: TtmeOut Staff
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AT CLEMSON

How? It's slmplel

1. Place your orders via Google Text

(912)·268-0458 by 8:00 am on the 6th
<Tell us how you take your coffee!)

2, Mete sure to l"(lude your name. apartment

number a phone number.

3. Watt for your lrew2Y0U (dellveredt>
Between 9 and 11 am

4. Show U5 some love. Take a pie & tag
#UVClemson8rew2YOU on Social Meoiat

